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Development of Open Educational Resources in Tsinghua University
As one of the most reputable universities in China, 
Development and Pattern Analysis of Open Educational Resources of China Universities
On Table 4 .
Open Educational Resources on Learning Guidance
Centered on the real classroom teaching process, open educational resources on learning guidance arrange the course contents based on knowledge units, and digitize teaching activities in and after class. Such courses emphasize the predominance of the renowned teachers, who will be assisted by the teaching team to jointly lead the learning process. Online learning community will be built, allowing learners to participate in and interact with the teachers and one another in the process. This pattern requires online learning systems to include learning process evaluation and feedback mechanisms, thus developing learners' metacognition.
The target leaners of these courses are students who want to attend lectures given by renowned teachers from reputable universities. The courses, which try to reproduce the face-to-face teaching process, are expected to give online learners a learning effect comparable to that achieved in real classrooms. This pattern also encourages teachers who wish to promote individual development to observe and learn from the teaching process in prestigious universities, so that they will have their experience added up to foster better teaching teams and to promote the sharing and exchange of teaching resources among universities. etc., as shown in Table 5 .
Independent Study via Social Network
Depending on the outstanding course designs and the collective intelligence of the production team, open educational resources on the independent study via social network organize course contents into modules online.
Instead of being dominated by one teacher, courses in this pattern break away from the face-to-face teaching pattern, and they are provided in online learning communities with the joint efforts of teaching teams and learners. In this way, learners can access the teaching resources for independent study, and participate in interactions in an informal manner. Learning platforms can function as social networks, thus socializing the knowledge of learners through the support of fellow learners in combination with independent study. This pattern requires online learning systems to provide records of the learning process as feedbacks in order to make sure that learners can finish their study of the course. Target learners of this pattern are people who have higher information literacy and good network conditions, and who are familiar with social networking but reluctant to take face-to-face courses or virtual classroom teaching online. They are amateur learners, using scattered time to pursue knowledge. Concentrated on learners' independent study via social networking, the independent study pattern of MOOC courses have sections including: teaching courseware, course information, electronic teaching materials, discussion boards, knowledge co-building, learning progress, etc., as shown in Table 6 . Offering space for knowledge sharing and management, written records for all the information and resources of the course, course information, electronic materials, course feedbacks, useful materials, learners' contributions, etc.
Learning Progress
Offering learning progress bars and scores of assignments and tests of individual learners while they are taking the course to record their learning process and to help them make adjustments to their study plans.
Conclusion and Future Research Direction
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